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GS 2: POLITY, GOVERNANCE, SOCIAL JUSTICE & IR 

1. Geographical Indication (GI) tag [Govt Policies: Trade] 

Article: Andaman seeks GI tag for Nicobari hodi (Page 5) 

Context:  

The Geographical Indications Registry at Guindy, Chennai, has received an application from the 

Tribal Development Council, Andaman & Nicobar Islands, seeking the Geographical Indication (GI) 

tag for the Nicobari hodi boat. This is the first application from the Union Territory seeking a tag for 

one its products.  

About Geographical Indication (GI) tag 

✓ GI is a status accorded to a good which is unique to a particular region or area, and are originated 

from there.  

✓ These goods have a reputation for their quality.  

✓ They are associated with a sense of legitimacy and trust simply because they have the tag of 

belonging to that region.  

✓ The laws relating to GI were introduced in India after the ratification of the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).  

✓ The TRIPS agreement was signed by all the WTO member countries as a “single undertaking”.  

✓ A single undertaking, for WTO, is basically an agreement signed by all the member nations. 

✓ The TRIPS agreement sets a minimum standard of protection for goods registered under as a GI, 

which is supposed to be followed by all members of the World Trade Organization (WTO).  

✓ The purpose of according the status of GI to goods, as per Article 22 (2)(b) of the agreement, is 

to prevent “an act of unfair competition” and prevention of misstatement regarding the 

geographical origins of a good, as per Article 22 (2)(a). 

Types of goods which are covered under the ambit of GI: 

✓ Agricultural (example, Basmati rice) 

✓ Natural (example, Makrana marble) 

✓ Handicraft or of any industry (example, Kashmiri pashmina) 

✓ Food stuff (example, Dharwad pedha) 

Nicobari hodi boat 

✓ The hodi is the Nicobari tribe’s traditional craft.  

✓ It is an outrigger canoe, very commonly operated in the Nicobar 

group of islands.  

✓ The technical skills for building a hodi are based on indigenous 

knowledge inherited by the Nicobarese from their forefathers.  

✓ The hodi is built using either locally available trees or from 

nearby islands, and its design varies slightly from island to 

island.  

 

 

 

 



 

2. Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) [IR 

& Polity: Issues Related to Women] 

Article: A place for all refugees under India’s welfare umbrella (Editorial, Page 6) 

Context:  

This month marks yet another annual “16 Days of Activism” against gender-based violence, even as 

the world is faced with a global increase in reported domestic violence, child marriage, trafficking, 

sexual exploitation and abuse.  

About Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 

✓ The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW, 

hereinafter) is an international convention that was adopted by 

the United Nations General Assembly on December 18, 1979.  

✓ It is referred to as an “international bill of rights for women.”  

✓ The convention is divided into six sections, with a total of 30 

Articles.  

✓ It was established on September 3, 1981, and has been ratified by 

189 states.  

✓ Over 50 nations have ratified the treaty subject to various declarations, reservations, and 

objections, including 38 countries that have rejected the application of Article 29, which addresses 

mechanisms of resolving disputes concerning the interpretation or implementation of the 

convention.  

✓ The essential members or parties to the Convention are all UN members, with the exception of 

six member states, Iran, Palau, Somalia, Sudan, Tonga, and the United States, which have not 

ratified the convention.  

✓ By signing the Convention, nations agree to adopt a number of steps to eliminate all forms of 

discrimination against women, including:  

1. to incorporate the principle of equality of men and women in their legal system, abolish all 

discriminatory laws and adopt appropriate ones prohibiting discrimination against women; 

2. to establish tribunals and other public institutions to ensure the effective protection of women 

against discrimination; and  

3. to ensure the elimination of all acts of discrimination against women by persons, 

organizations, or enterprises. 

✓ India ratified CEDAW in 1993. 

Situation In India 

✓ Women in India continue to make progress in all areas of human endeavours, including politics, 

science, business, medicine, sports and agriculture.  

✓ Women have overcome “the glass ceiling” in the armed forces and can also serve as commanders 

since 2020.  

✓ Today, India has the largest number of women in the United Nations peacekeeping forces, thus 

showcasing the equal role that women can play in conflict-emerging countries and territories.  

✓ The central and State governments have launched new schemes, policies and programmes ranging 

from the welfare of the girl child to supporting aspiring female entrepreneurs, to empower both 

urban and rural women and promote gender equality.  

✓ Women’s protection has also been enhanced with far-reaching access to comprehensive services, 

regardless of legal status.  



 

✓ Marginalised populations, such as refugees, have access to these protection and assistance 

services.  

✓ The ‘Nari Shakti for New India’ campaign represents the aspirations of millions of women in 

India, who not only participate but lead development initiatives — a clear display that women are 

leading from the front. 

3. Agricultural education in India [Polity: Constitution] 

Article: Threat to federalism in agricultural education (Page 7) 

About Agricultural education in India 

✓ The Constitution of India provides for a division of powers between the Union and states. 

✓ It divides all the subjects into 3 lists- Union List, State List and Concurrent List. 

✓ The subjects which do not fall in these lists ie, residuary subjects have been given to the centre. 

✓ State List contains subjects of state and local importance such as police, trade, commerce, 

agriculture and irrigation. 

✓ Agriculture was included as an occupied field in List II (State List) in the Seventh Schedule.  

✓ Agricultural education was detached from other streams of higher education and attached to 

agriculture in List II itself.  

✓ Indeed, education is in List III (Concurrent List).  

✓ But there is no mention of agricultural education in Entry 25 of List III. 

4. No Money for Terror (NMFT) Conference [IR: Dialogue Platforms] 

Article: India proposes permanent secretariat in fight against terror; delegates surprised (Front 

Page) 

About No Money for Terror (NMFT) Conference 

✓ The “No Money for Terror” conference was started in 2018, as an initiative of the French 

government, to specifically focus on cooperation between countries to choke terror funding. 

✓ The Ministerial No Money for Terror (NMFT) Conference aims to create platform for 

international discussions on countering terror financing. 

✓ The conference includes discussions on technical, legal, regulatory and cooperative aspects of the 

terrorism financing. 

✓ 2022 conference was attended by delegates from 72 countries and 15 international organisations. 

✓ During the Conference, deliberations were held in four sessions with focus on: 

1. Global Trends in Terrorism and Terrorist Financing. 

2. Use of Formal and Informal Channels of Funds for Terrorism. 

3. Emerging Technologies and Terrorist Financing. 

4. International Co-operation to Address Challenges in Combating Terrorist Financing. 

✓ India urged the international community to take cognisance ofthreats emerging from regime 

change in Afghanistan, as the last one had led to 9/11 attacks. 

✓ India stressed that the international community should never ignore terrorists’ safe havens or their 

resources. 

✓ India has proposed a permanent secretariat for ‘No Money for Terror’ (NMFT), a ministerial 

conference, in order to sustain the global focus on countering the financing of terrorism, Home 

Minister Amit Shah said on Saturday.  

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is another multilateral body that monitors terror financing 

and money laundering. FATF is membership-based while NMFT is ministerial.   

 



 

 

GS 3: ECONOMY, ECOLOGY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, DEFENCE, SECURITY 

ANDDISASTER MANAGEMENT 

5. Soft Loans [Economy: Banking Sector] 

Article: ‘India has given $15 bn as soft loans to neighbours’ (Page 10) 

Context: 

The volume of India’s soft loans to neighbouring countries has increased from about $3 billion to 

almost $15 billion in the last eight years, former foreign secretary and G-20 chief coordinator Harsh 

Vardhan Shringla said. 

About Soft Loans 

✓ A soft loan is a loan with no interest or a below-market rate of interest.  

✓ Also known as "soft financing" or "concessional funding," soft loans have lenient terms, such as 

extended grace periods in which only interest or service charges 

are due, and interest holidays.  

✓ They typically offer longer amortization schedules (in some 

cases up to 50 years) than conventional bank loans. 

✓ Soft loans are often made by multinational development banks 

(such as the Asian Development Fund), affiliates of the World Bank, or federal governments (or 

government agencies) to developing countries that would be unable to borrow at the market rate. 

✓ In the case of government lenders, soft loans may be used to forge ties between the lending and 

borrowing countries. 

6. Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) [Economy: Important Organizations] 

Article: CII bats for lower income tax rates, GST cut for white goods (Page 12) 

Context: 

Flagging the need to revive consumption demand in the economy, the Confederation of Indian 

Industry (CII) has urged the government to reduce personal income tax rates in the Union Budget, 

2023-24 to increase households’ spending power, slash the 28% GST rate on some consumer 

durables, and engender job creation in the hinterland.  

About Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) 

✓ The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and 

industry-managed business association organization playing a proactive role in India's 

development process.  

✓ Founded in 1895, CII has 8,000 members from the private and public sectors, including small and 

medium-sized enterprises and multinational corporations. 

✓ The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive 

to the development of India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society, through advisory 

and consultative processes. 

✓ It provides a platform for consensus-building and networking on key issues. 

 

 

 



 

 

7. Friendshoring [Economy: Concepts] 

Article: What is ‘friendshoring’?  (Indian Express, Nov 20) 

About Friendshoring 

✓ The term, a cousin of “reshoring” and “onshoring” and a sibling to “nearshoring,” is shorthand 

for the practice of relocating supply chains to countries where the risk of disruption from political 

chaos is low. 

✓ And not everyone is convinced that friendshoring would be good for the economy.  

✓ In a report on the trade implications of the war in Ukraine, the World Trade Organization 

predicted that if the world split into Eastern and Western trading blocs, global GDP would drop 

by 5%, with emerging economies shouldering most of the cost. 

8. COP 27- Loss & Damage Fund [Climate Action] 

Article: COP-27 forms loss and damage fund, new panel to decide its structure (Front Page) 

About Loss & Damage fund 

✓ The UN climate summit agreed on Sunday to set up a “loss and damage” fund to support poorer 

countries being ravaged by climate impacts, overcoming decades of resistance from rich nations 

who contribute the bulk of the world’s emissions. 

✓ At the UN climate talks, “loss and damage” refers to costs 

being incurred from climate-fuelled weather extremes or 

impacts, like rising sea levels. 

✓ Climate funding so far has focused mostly on cutting carbon 

dioxide emissions in an effort to curb global warming, while 

about a third of it has gone towards projects to help 

communities adapt to future impacts. 

✓ “Loss and damage” funding is different, specifically covering the cost of damage that countries 

cannot avoid or adapt to. 

✓ But there is no agreement yet over what should count as “loss and damage” caused by climate 

change, which could include damaged infrastructure and property, as well as harder-to-value 

natural ecosystems or cultural assets. 

✓ Vulnerable countries and campaigners in the past argued that rich countries that caused the bulk 

of climate change with their historical greenhouse gas emissions should pay. 

✓ The United States and European Union had resisted the argument, fearing spiralling liabilities, 

but changed their position during the COP27 summit.  

✓ The EU has argued that China – the world’s second-largest economy, but classified by the UN as 

a developing country – should also pay into it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

9. Central Asian Flyway (CAF) [Migratory Species] 

Article: Great knot sighting untangles a migration mystery (Page 5) 

Context: 

Unveiling yet another mystery of avian migrations, a great knot from Russia, belonging to the 

endangered Calidris tenuirostris (Horsfield, 1821), has found its way to Kerala’s coast, flying over 

9,000 km for a winter sojourn.  

The migratory bird that traversed the Central Asian Flyway (CAF) is only one of the two — the other 

has been sighted at Jamnagar in Gujarat — great knots to be re-sighted in India among the nearly 

thousand ones tagged with MOSKVA rings in the Kamchatka 

peninsula in eastern Russia.  

About Central Asian Flyway (CAF) 

✓ Central Asian Flyway (CAF) covers a large area of Eurasia 

between the Arctic and Indian Oceans.  

✓ This flyway comprises several important migration routes of 

birds.  

✓ Including India, there are 30 countries under the Central Asian Flyway. 

✓ There are also the African-Eurasian Flyway (AEWA) to the west, and south-east Asia in the East 

Asian – Australasian Flyway (EAAF) to the east. 

✓ The flyway covers 30 countries of North, Central and South Asia and Trans-Caucasus. 

✓ India is the core country of the CAF and supports 257 species of water birds. 

10. Improvised Explosive Device (IED) [Science & Technology] 

Article: Mangaluru autorickshaw blast is ‘act of terror’: police (Front Page) 

Context: 

A low-intensity explosion in an autorickshaw on the outskirts of Mangaluru city in coastal Karnataka 

on Saturday evening has now turned out to be an improvised explosive device (IED) blast suspected 

to have been “an act of terror with intention to cause serious damage”, Praveen Sood, Director-

General and Inspector-General of Police, Karnataka, said on Sunday.  

About Improvised Explosive Device (IED) 

✓ An IED is a non-commercial homemade bomb constructed and deployed in ways other than in 

conventional military action.  

✓ It may be constructed of conventional military explosives attached to a detonating mechanism.  

✓ Roadside bombs are a common use of IEDs. 

✓ IEDs may be used in terrorist actions or in unconventional warfare by guerrillas or commando 

forces.  

✓ It has been a prominent threat tactic used largely by terrorists in package, suicide, car, and 

roadside bombs to target both soldiers and civilians. 

✓ The IEDs can be assembled using commonly available material components that are easier to 

obtain than before and simple to mold or fit anywhere the designer intends to use it. 

✓ Attacks with Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) kill thousands every year, inflict grievous 

physical injuries, damage critical infrastructure, and spread fear and disruption across affected 

communities. 



 

 

 

11. Greenfield Airport [Economy: Growth & Development] 

Article:  Modi inaugurates Arunachal's first greenfield airport (Page 8) 

Context: 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the Donyi Polo Airport, the first such greenfield facility 

in Arunachal Pradesh, on Saturday. 

About Greenfield Airport 

✓ A greenfield airport is one that is built from scratch on a new (undeveloped) site.  

✓ It means a project that does not have any constraints imposed by prior work.  

✓ Such airports are constructed to support the projected requirements 

of the traffic of the existing airport. 

Other greenfield airports in India 

✓ The Indian government has formulated a Greenfield Airports 

Policy, 2008 which provides guidelines, procedure and conditions 

for establishment of new Greenfield Airports in the country. 

✓ During the last 3 years, the following six Greenfield airports have 

become operational: Pakyong Airport in Sikkim (2018), Kannur Airport in Kerala (2018), 

Kalaburagi Airport in Karnataka (2019), Kurnool Airport in Andhra Pradesh (2021), Sindhudurg 

Airport in Maharashtra (2021) and Kushinagar Airport in Uttar Pradesh (2021).  

✓ In addition, during the last 3 years, construction of Greenfield airports at Navi Mumbai in 

Maharashtra, Mopa in Goa, Hirasar in Rajkot, Jewar (Noida) in Uttar Pradesh, and Hollongi in 

Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh are been undertaken. 

 

PRELIMS EXCLUSIVE 

12. Gandhi Mandela Award [Awards in News] 

Article: Dalai Lama receives Gandhi Mandela Award: What is this honour (Indian Express, Nov 

20) 

Context: 

he 14th Dalai Lama was Saturday conferred the Gandhi Mandela Award 2022 at Thekchen Choeling 

in Dharamshala’s McleodGanj by Himachal Pradesh governor Rajendra Vishwanath Arlekar. 

About Gandhi Mandela Award 

✓ A government of India registered Trust, the Gandhi Mandela Foundation is a non-profit 

organisation, formed with the motive to promote Mahatma Gandhi’s and former President of 

South Africa Nelson Mandela’s values of non-violence.  

✓ It has constituted an international prize, the Gandhi Mandela Award. 

✓ The foundation instituted the award on the 150th birth anniversary of the Father of the Nation, 

MK Gandhi. 

✓ The award is given to personalities who have carried forward the legacies of Gandhi and Mandela 

by making significant contributions in the fields of Peace, Social Welfare, Culture, Environment, 

Education, Healthcare, Sports and Innovation. 

✓ This time, the awardee is Dalai Lama. 

 



 

 

Other peace prizes received by Dalai Lama 

▪ The Tibetan spiritual leader is the recipient of the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize.  

▪ “The Dalai Lama has developed his philosophy of peace from a great reverence for all things 

living and upon the concept of universal responsibility embracing all mankind as well as 

nature,” the Nobel website says.  

 

13. Football World Cup [Important Sports Events] 

Article: Ecuador coasts past Qatar as weight of expectations prove heavy for the host (Page 

15)Football 

About Football World Cup 

✓ The World Cup, a quadrennial tournament pitting the best national 

soccer teams against one another for the title of world champion, is the 

most important sports event in the world.  

✓ This year’s host is Qatar, which in 2010 beat the United States and Japan 

to win the right to hold the tournament. 

✓ The World Cup has never been held on the Arabian Peninsula before. 

✓ Thirty-two teams are competing in the World Cup. 

✓ The women have their own World Cup. The next one is in 2023 and will 

take place in Australia and New Zealand.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


